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Sammanfattning 

Svensk banksektor är väldigt konkurrensutsatt och möjligheterna till differentiering är 
begränsade. Marknaden är mättad och att behålla befintliga kunder blir allt viktigare. 
Att behålla kunder kan göras på två sätt, antingen genom bytesbarriärer eller genom 
att göra kunden nöjd. Några av fördelarna med kundnöjdhet anses vara att kunderna 
blir dyrare för konkurrenter att stjäla, de blir mindre priskänsliga och de talar väl om 
företaget. Kundnöjdhet mäts officiellt i Sverige av Svenskt kvalitetsindex(SKI). 
Studier från dess Amerikanska motsvarighet har visat på samband med 
överavkastning på aktiemarknaden för företag med hög kundnöjdhet.  

Syftet med den här studien är att beskriva vilka influenser kundnöjdhet har på 
storbankerna inom den svenska banksektorn. Studien har utgått från officiella 
undersökningar inom kundnöjdhet i Sverige utförda av Svenskt kvalitetsindex (SKI) 
samt Case studier. Casestudierna utfördes med intervjuer från lokala bankdirektörer 
från tre av storbankerna. 

Slutsatserna är att kundnöjdhet påverkar vinsterna i bankerna genom fler återköp från 
existerande kunder, ökad merförsäljning och positiv ryktesspridning. Mätningarna 
skiljer sig från bank till bank medan Image anses vara den viktigaste faktorn som 
påverkar kundnöjdhet. Resultaten från kundmätningarna används för att förbättra 
verksamheten och som marknadsföring. Något samband mellan en framskjuten 
position från SKI mätningar och överavkastning på företagets aktie kan inte styrkas. 

  



Abstract 

The Swedish banking industry is highly competitive and the possibilities of 
differentiation are limited. The market is saturated and retaining customers is of 
increasing importance. Retaining customers can be done in two ways, to build 
switching barriers or to create customer satisfaction. Some benefits from choosing 
customer satisfaction are positive word of mouth and reduced price sensitivity, it also 
makes current customers more costly to take away for competitors. Customer 
satisfaction is officially measured by Svenskt kvalitetsindex (SKI). Studies from the 
American equivalent have shown that companies that enjoy high customer satisfaction 
also enjoy excess stock returns. 

The purpose of this study is to describe the influence from customer satisfaction on 
the major banks in the Swedish banking industry. The study has used the official SKI 
ratings together with case studies. The case studies involved interviews with three 
local branch managers from the major banks.  

The study finds that bank managers consider customer satisfaction to influence profits 
by repeat business from existing customers, cross-selling and positive word of mouth. 
Measuring is conducted differently in all banks but Image is considered to be the most 
important factor for customer satisfaction. The results from measures are primarily 
used to improve operations and as marketing in all banks. The study finds no support 
for excess stock returns for companies that do well on the SKI ratings.  
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1 Introduction 
This	  chapter	  presents	  an	  introduction	  and	  background	  to	  the	  importance	  of	  customer	  
satisfaction	  from	  current	  research.	  Next,	  the	  presents	  research	  purpose	  and	  research	  questions	  
followed	  by	  the	  limitations	  of	  this	  study	  to	  complete	  the	  chapter.	  

As competition intensifies worldwide and competitive markets become cluttered, the 
risk of losing customers increases. For example, the Swedish banking industry is 
highly competitive and banks offer homogenous services with low switching barriers, 
meaning customers can easily switch suppliers. This results in Customer loyalty being 
very low (SKI, 2012). Acquiring new customers is costly while customer retention is 
highly important since customer satisfaction leads to customer retention and loyalty, 
which leads to higher revenue/profits (Zeitler, 2000). 

It is important to keep in mind that Customers do not necessarily become profitable 
with immediate effect. A firm with high customer turnover that cannot retain newly 
acquired customers can incur a loss since the costs related to gaining them may 
exceed the profits they bring into the company (Hill et. al., 2000). For example, in the 
credit card industry customers are not profitable the first year (Reichhald, 1996). 

 In addition, a 5 percent reduction in customers lost increases profits by 25 percent to 
85 percent. (Reichhald, Sasser, 1990)  

Retaining customers can be done in two ways. Build switching barriers or, create 
customer satisfaction. The risk with building switching barriers is that they can 
become entry barriers, preventing new customer acquisitions. Therefore retaining 
customers by keeping them satisfied is often preferable, satisfied customers are more 
costly for competitors to take away. (Fornell, 1992) 

Satisfied customers are more likely to be loyal since satisfaction leads to reduced 
price sensitivity, positive word of mouth and reputation (Anderson, Fornell & 
Lehmann, 1994), Fornell (1992). Kotler (1988) consider customer satisfaction to be 
the best indicator of future profits. 

However, there are signs of banks implementing actions that lower customer 
satisfaction. In Denmark, Danske bank has imposed a fee for some accounts. (TT-
Ritzau-SVD Näringsliv, 2013) 

In Sweden, Swedbank, SEB and Nordea are restricting the availability of cash 
handling in bank offices, an action that lowered customer satisfaction, (SKI, 2012). 
Handelsbanken has a different approach and will keep cash in all their offices as they 
see it as an opportunity to meet the customers. (Dahlberg & Neurath, 2012) 
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1.1 Background 
Customer satisfaction is officially measured using the American Customer 
Satisfaction Index (ACSI) or the European Performance Satisfaction Index (EPSI). 
They are both built from the Swedish Customer Satisfaction Barometer created in 
1989 by Claes Fornell. Scores are presented quarterly for the ACSI in the wall street 
journal. Over 40 industries in seven major sectors are measured. (Rostan, Rostan, 
2012) 

In Sweden today, Svenskt kvalitetsindex measures satisfaction scores. Svenskt 
kvalitetsindex (SKI) is a part of EPSI. SKI presents scores on a yearly basis for the 
Swedish banking industry; scores are presented around September (SKI 2013). 

The University of Michigan Business School administers ACSI. Their research has 
found significant positive relationships between the ACSI and economic return 
(Anderson, 2000). Changes in ACSI have been found to correlate with the American 
stock market since 1994. The correlation between ACSI and the American stock 
market (Dow Jones Industrial average) is strong. (Ibid, 2000) 

Research carried out in Sweden showed that companies with high customer 
satisfaction indices had better economic return than those with lower indices (Eklöf, 
2005). However, according to Matzler (2005) there is an optimal level of customer 
satisfaction. If this optimal satisfaction level is exceeded, the benefit to cost ratio 
becomes negative. This because customer satisfaction is very dependent on quality 
and increasing quality that is already high results in an exponential increase in costs 
(Juran & Gryna 1980). 

Furthermore, Ittner and Larckner (1998) makes a case for that it is actually customer 
specific if profits increase due to customer satisfaction, as retaining unprofitable 
customers due to an increase in satisfaction hurts profits.  From the findings of Ittner 
and Larckner, 1998, companies need to focus on profitable customers and identifying 
them. 

1.2 Problem Discussion 
The American Satisfaction Index (ACSI) has often been used in studies to measure 
how Customer Satisfaction is connected to performance. Performance is usually, 
revenue, stock market returns, return on investments/equity/assets or customer 
specific profitability. (Fornell et al., 2006, Anderson & Sullivan, 1993, Ittner and 
Larckner, 1998) 

The connection between ACSI and stock market returns has been found to correlate 
positively, in a study comparing the top 25 percent in the ACSI to the S&P 500 
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(Fornell et al. 2006) and in another study comparing the top 50 percent to the bottom 
50 percent of the ACSI (Eklöf, 2005). Both studies showed a remarkable difference in 
favor of the companies in the top of the ACSI. Anderson and Sullivan (1993) have 
found a connection from Customer satisfaction to repurchases. Ittner and Larckner 
(1998) found customer retention to correlate to customer satisfaction but only up to a 
certain level of satisfaction, above that there was no increase in retention. Jones and 
Sasser (1995) however claim that retention rates are maximized at 100 percent 
satisfaction. 

In the literature study, no studies were found on the Swedish equivalent to ACSI, 
Svenskt Kvalitetsindex (SKI), and the effects on performance in Swedish Banks. 
According to Jacobsen and Mizik (2009), the weakness of most studies linking 
customer satisfaction and performance is that they fail to relate satisfaction to the 
performance measures that are of most importance to executives; profits. Furthermore, 
managers have a hard time linking Customer Satisfaction to profitability and at what 
levels returns are diminishing, i.e, an optimal level. (Anderson, 1984) 

Therefore this study looks at economic performance measures like profits, but also 
financial value (from stock market returns). The study also makes an effort to describe 
how useful bank managers consider customer satisfaction as a measure and how it is 
applied. Finally, the managerial view on optimal levels, as well as, the influence from 
customer satisfaction is described. 

1.3 Research Purpose and Research Questions 
The purpose of this study is to describe the influence of customer satisfaction on 
performance in Swedish banks. 

To answer this purpose, the following research questions are stated: 

RQ1: Is customer satisfaction an indicator of changes in stock value?  

RQ2: How does customer satisfaction influence profits? 

RQ3: Is there an optimal target level of satisfaction?  

RQ4: How do banks view and act on the information from customer satisfaction 
measures? 

1.4 Limitations 
The Swedish banking industry is highly competitive and switching barriers are low, 
customer retention is therefore heavily dependent on having satisfied customers. This 
study will be limited to the Swedish banking industry and the four major Banks in 
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Sweden over the years in which the SKI has been in place, 2001-2012. These four 
banks are all noted on the Swedish stock exchange. 
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2 Theory 
This	  chapter	  presents	  theory	  from	  primarily	  scientific	  articles	  to	  form	  a	  theoretical	  framework	  
to	  be	  used	  for	  analysis,	  as	  well	  as	  for	  the	  foundation	  of	  the	  interview	  guide	  used	  for	  data	  
collection.	  

2.1 Defining Customer Satisfaction 
Defining Customer satisfaction is not a clear-cut task, however a generic structure is. 
According to, Giese and Cote (2000) all satisfaction researchers define Consumer 
satisfaction as ” a response to a particular purchase or consumption-related aspect 
occurring at a specific point in time”. The differences are subtle and can be 
categorized in three aspects. 

• Response (emotional or cognitive) 
• The focus of the response (expectations, product, consumption experience, 

etc.) 
• The time of the response (pre-purchase, during, after, or some time after 

purchase) Ibid (2000) 

The simple definition of Customer satisfaction describes it as meeting or exceeding 
expectations (Polischuk, 1991). According to Fornell (1992) however, this is not 
enough. For example, a product purchased due to short supply of others, is even 
though it meets expectations not enough to achieve satisfaction. One must also 
account for how close the delivered product or/service came to the customer’s ideal 
good/service (Fornell, 1992). 

This example is supported by the data from SKI. Expectations only make up for 11 
percent while product and service quality combined makes up for around 40 percent 
in determining satisfaction. Notably, Image is also very important in determining 
satisfaction, 35 percent. Different factors have different impact on satisfaction, from 
the SKI data Figure 1 present how the most important components affect customer 
satisfaction. 
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Figure 1 - Drivers of customer satisfaction (SKI, 2010) 

2.2 Applying Customer Satisfaction 
Companies must identify customer satisfaction, measure it and then act on the results 
to improve the quality of their products and services, Asher (1989).  In order to have 
satisfied customers, the whole company must know who their customers are 
(internally and externally) and know their expectations (Asher, 1989). This can be 
done by segmenting customers and then gather information from each segment by 
methods such as; 

• Personal interviews with customers 
• Focus groups 
• Telephone surveys 
• Paper surveys 

Since only front line staff has direct contact with customers, other employees may 
lack information or receive second hand information, which is incomplete. To address 
this issue, all employees should be given a chance to customer interaction.  For the 
measurement to be useful all parties need to feel that their input matters. Customers 
need to feel that their opinion will be listened to and that the company will do 
something about it. Employees need to feel that their effort to satisfy customers makes 
a difference and is reflected in the survey or measurement. Finally, management must 
believe the survey is an effective tool for making strategic and tactical business 
decision. (Ibid, 1989) 
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Anderson (1984) performed a survey and found that the top two problems for 
managers in implementing customer satisfaction are how it is linked to profitability 
and at what levels returns are diminishing.  

2.2.1 Customer Satisfaction and Market Share 
Increasing Market share was seen as the best way of maximizing profits) Boston 
Consulting Group, 1972) but has since then become of lesser importance as customer 
satisfaction, customer retention and loyalty have received more interest for businesses 
to maximize profits (Fornell, 1992). Market share correlates negatively with customer 
satisfaction. Regressing changes in Customer satisfaction shows an 88 percent change 
in market share at a p-levels of 5 percent (Anderson, Fornell & Lehmann 1994). 
Griffin and Hanser (1993) also found a negative correlation.  

Fornell (1994) suggests that customer satisfaction can be negatively correlated with 
market share. The theory comes from the “Ideal-point model”(Figure 2) 

Ideal-point Model 

 

Figure 2 - Ideal point (Fornell 1992) 

The ideal point model suggests that customers are satisfied at buying a certain quality 
at a certain price. In the example model, there are two companies. Given a normal 
distribution in customer demand (heterogeneous), the company supplying the product 
most customers favor, the less satisfied they will be. This is because customers will 
buy the product closest to their ideal product considering price/quality. The lower the 
market share, the closer to satisfactory (ideal) quality/price the customer will be. 

The Model demonstrates the difficulties for a company to obtain a large market share 
and at the same time achieve high customer satisfaction. (Fornell, 1992) 

2.2.2 Benefits 
The benefit of Customer satisfaction is strongly connected with economical returns 
and effects are not immediate but rather have a lag time. The increase also comes with 
a carryover effect, an increase in customer satisfaction in this time period generates a 
0.44 percent increase in the following time period. (Assmus, Farley & Lehmann, 
1984). 
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 A 1 percent increase in Customer satisfaction equals 0.58 percent increase in chance 
of repurchase Anderson and Sullivan (1993). Anderson, Fornell and Lehmann (1994) 
presented support for their hypothesis that there is a positive association to profits in a 
study of 77 Swedish firms. The connection was found to be stronger in manufacturing 
firms than service firms.  

Matzler (2005) notes that there is a lag time of approximately three months between 
customer satisfaction and the strongest impact on shareholder value. Matzler and 
Stahl (2000) mention several benefits of customer satisfaction (Figure 3), the first 
level results can be considered as Loyalty.  

 

Figure 3 - Customer satisfaction and shareholder value (Matzler &Stahl, 
2000) 

2.2.2.1 Satisfaction to Loyalty 
Customer Satisfaction is an antecedent of loyalty, (Fornell, 1992). Xerox made a 
study among its customers and found that a customer who is satisfied is likely to 
come back, but a customer who is very satisfied is six times more likely to be loyal. 
(Heskett et. al 1994) 

Oliver, 1999 points out that causes of loyalty are satisfaction and switching costs. 

“Switching costs also play a role. If switching costs are high, customers who are not 
satisfied or are at least not completely satisfied will stay with the firm. Loyal 
customers will make repeat purchases despite situational influences that have the 
potential to cause switching behavior” (Oliver, 1999). 
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2.2.3 Service Profit Chain 
The service profit chain (Figure 4) describes the relationships between internal quality, 
employee satisfaction, customer satisfaction, customer loyalty and performance 
(revenue growth& profitability) (Heskett et. al 1994). The chain suggests that if a 
company can produce high internal service quality by an effective workplace & job –
design, hiring the right people, rewarding and recognizing them as well as supplying 
the employees with the right tools to serve customers, will result in satisfied 
employees.  The benefits of satisfied employees in turn will result in lower staff 
turnover, higher productivity resulting in added external service value (higher quality) 
to the customer. This value of satisfied employees that deliver higher quality product 
and services generates customer satisfaction. Customer Loyalty comes from satisfied 
customers who are likely to stay with the company and loyal customers have a strong 
impact on the economical performance of the company in terms of increased revenue 
and profitability. (Ibid, 1994) 

 

Figure 4 - Service Profit Chain (Heskett et. al 1994) 

2.3 Measuring Performance  
There are many ways to measure performance. Some examples are, customer 
retention, loyalty, Return on; assets, equity, or investments (Fornell et al., 2006), 
(Anderson & Sullivan, 1993), (Ittner and Larckner, 1998). 
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According to Jacobzen and Mizik (2009), profits are the measure of most importance 
to executives. Kotler (1988) also focus on profits as the end goal of businesses and 
consider customer satisfaction to be the best indicator of future profits. To an investor 
in the financial market, the return on investment (i.e. stock price increase) is of great 
importance. 

2.3.1 Financial Market  
Fornell et al. (2006) and Aksoy et al. (2008), find that the financial market misprices 
information from customer satisfaction (i.e., the reaction by investors from the ACSI 
is delayed). Consequently, the stocks of firms that outperform in terms of customer 
satisfaction also outperform in terms of stock price returns. Aksoy et al. (2008) find 
that the stock market at first undervalues positive satisfaction information but then 
adjusts in the long term. Jacobson and Mizik (2009) have questioned these findings. 
They claim that there is no proof of widespread mispricing in the financial market 
regarding customer satisfaction. The ACSI has incremental value relevance only in 
the computer and Internet sectors (Jacobson & Mizik 2009a).  

The efficient market hypothesis states, “In an efficient capital market, stock prices 
will reflect publicly available information about the firm” (Fama, 1976). 

Ittner and Larckner (1998) suggest that there is a connection between the satisfaction 
scores and the stock price. It is poorly reflected in the accounting measures of firms, 
but correlates positively. Public presentation of Customer satisfaction scores 
announced over a 10day period showed excess stock market returns.  Fornell, 2006 
found companies with a higher than average ACSI to outperform others on the stock 
market. 

Tuli and Bharadwaj (2009) analyzed the impact of Customer Satisfaction on volatility. 
They found empirical support for their hypotheses that an increases in Customer 
Satisfaction results in a reduction in “overall and downside systematic and 
idiosyncratic risk”. 

2.4 Measuring Customer Satisfaction 
In 1989-1992, Claes Fornell developed the Swedish Customer Satisfaction Barometer 
(SCSB), it became the world’s first measurement of national customer satisfaction 
that was uniform, and allowed for use in all companies and in all industries. The 
development of the SCSB can be considered a milestone in measuring customer 
satisfaction, as it is the basis for the now acknowledged ACSI and EPSI models. 

2.4.1 SCSB 
The Swedish Customer Satisfaction Barometer is an index from annual survey data 
retrieved from customers of around 100 companies in about 30 industries. It rates the 
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level of customer satisfaction from a weighted composite in both industry and 
company level. An estimation is also made as to how satisfaction affects customer 
loyalty and product (service) performance. (Fornell, 1992) 

2.4.1.1 Objective 
The objectives of are several, SCSB are to support national accounting measures 
which, often does not include quality nor satisfaction, SCSB also strives to assist in 
focusing public attention on improving satisfaction through quality and thereby a 
higher standard of living(Fornell, 1992). Furthermore, comparing industries, firms 
within an industry, over time as well as predicting long term performance and provide 
answers to specific questions make up for the objectives of the SCSB. (Ibid, 1992) 

• Compare satisfaction across industries - governments assembles customer 
complaints across industries to get information about quality problems, a 
satisfaction measure completes that information and at the same time presents 
a measure of the quality of output.(Ibid, 1992) 

• Comparison of firms in the same industry- firms who score well should in 
general enjoy higher margins, higher retention rates and an overall bright 
future. (Ibid, 1992) 

• Comparisons over time, the index is continuous and dynamic so the 
improvements/decline of a firm or industry can be related to productivity or 
other measures. (Ibid, 1992)) 

• Predictions of long-term performance, the benefits from high customer 
satisfaction results in future profits (Kotler, 1988). 

• Answers to specific questions, such as price sensitivity, switching patterns, 
effects of word of mouth, customer expectations, effects or overall price and 
quality. Fornell (1992) 

2.4.1.2 Measures 
The SCSB defines customer satisfaction as a function of three indicators, all which 
can be measured with error. Hausknecht (1990) identifies over 30 different measures 
used in earlier research among which, three different facets can be identified. The 
three facets are; 

• General satisfaction (Moore & Shuptrine, 1984)  
• Confirmation of expectations (Swan, Trawick & Caroll, 1981) 
• Distance from the customer’s hypothetical ideal product (Sirgy, 1984, Tse & 

Wilton, 1988). 
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The SCSB has the advantage of weighting different indicators to fit different 
industries as causes of satisfaction differs across industries. This affects the impact on 
loyalty and customer retention. (Fornell, 1992) 

Loyalty is measured by price elasticity and intentions of repurchase. Price elasticity is 
in this regard defined as the difference in price needed to make a loyal customer 
switch. Fornell (1992), bases this definition on the concept “Dollar-metric of loyalty 
(Pessemier, 1959) which has proven valid and reliable (Olson & Jacoby, 1971), it is 
commonly used in brand loyalty studies (Raju, Srinivasan & Lal 1990). 

Customers are assumed to evaluate performance of a product or service on both price 
and quality. They are measured separately to avoid confounding the two. Switching 
barriers also affect loyalty but are hard to measure since all costs associated with 
changing suppliers are switching barriers (financial, psychological, physical etc.). The 
model therefore assumes that any factor other than customer satisfaction, complaint 
management and switching barriers is negligible. Switching barriers then becomes the 
intercept in the loyalty equation (presented in the next section), which becomes the 
firm specific switching barriers. (Fornell, 1992) 

2.4.1.3 Model 
The model has three principles as guidance. First, variables have different meaning in 
different context (Blalock, 1982, Fornell, 1982, 1989; Fornell & Ti 1992). Second, all 
variables are measured with some degree of error (Anderson, 1984). Finally, the term 
“Customer Satisfaction“ is not directly observable (Westbrook & Riley 1983) which 
means the model strives to present customer satisfaction as a post purchase outcome. 

The Model is therefore a composite of latent variables with multiple equations. Each 
firm is estimated separately to find relationships to account for how the latent 
variables relate both to indicators as well as each other. SCSB is measured in the 
context of several interrelated variables, this means that the model not only has better 
validity and reliability but also becomes a better predictor of customer satisfaction to 
customer repurchases. (Fornell & Yi, 1992). 

Customer satisfaction is a function (presented below) of pre purchase expectations 
and post purchase perceived product/service performance (Churchill and Suprenenant, 
1982, TSE and Wilton, 1988). Tse and Wilton however also provide empirics that the 
perceived performance is the stronger variable of the two. For example, a product 
purchased due to short supply of others even though it meets expectations is not 
enough for satisfaction (Fornell, 1992) 
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The SCSB however accounts for this since customer satisfaction as a latent variable 
includes Distance from the customers’ hypothetical ideal product, (mentioned earlier 
under Measures 2.4.1.2). 

Customer Satisfaction= f (expectations, perceived performance). 

The Loyalty variable function can be expressed as;  

Loyalty= f (customer satisfaction, switching barriers, voice) 

Loyalty is caused by customer satisfaction and switching barriers in combination. A 
dissatisfied customer can complain (voice) and if the firm handles the complaint well 
enough, the customer can become loyal (TARP 1979). Therefore voice is included s a 
function of Loyalty. Measuring the relationship between complaints and loyalty 
provides valuable information if the complaints are handled well and have a positive 
connection (increasing loyalty) or negative (customers defecting). In Figure 5 below 
this relationship is presented under the “V-L” column. A high number translates to 
new loyal customers after complaints, and a – before the score indicates customer 
defections. (Fornell, 1992) 

 

Figure 5 - SCSB parameter estimates from one variable to another 
(Fornell, 1992) 

2.4.1.4 Method 
The data is gathered from eight minute long telephone interviews with customers 
from companies that together represent 70 percent of the market in each industry. 
Firms in several industries were put into the industry that their top selling product is 
in. The CSBS receives about 25,000 respondents annually (1989-1992). Each 
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respondent only answers questions to one company for most industries. Anywhere 
from 250-4000 respondents per industry are included. The sampling error is at most 
1.5 percent and at best 0.6 percent at the 95 percent level. 

The respondents are asked to rate questions from 1-10. A multiple indicator approach 
is used and the data is analyzed with Partial least Square regression. The results are 
then presented from 0-100 where 100 percent is maximum satisfaction, an example is 
presented in Figure 6. (Fornell 1992) 

 

 

Figure 6 - SCSB scores (Fornell, 1992) 

2.4.2 ACSI 
The American Customer Satisfaction Index is “a measure of overall customer 
satisfaction that is uniform and comparable, requires a methodology with two 
fundamental properties.' First, the methodology must recognize that ACSI and the 
other con- structs in the model represent different types of customer evaluations that 
cannot be measured directly. Accordingly, ACSI uses a multiple indicator approach 
to measure overall customer satisfaction as a latent variable. The result is a latent 
variable score or index that is general enough to be comparable across firms, 
industries, sectors, and nations. Second, as an overall measure of customer 
satisfaction, ACSI must be measured in a way that not only accounts for consumption 
experience, but also is forward-looking. To this end, ACSI is embedded in the system 
of cause and effect relationships…, which makes it the centerpiece in a chain of 
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relationships running from the antecedents of overall customer satisfaction—
expectations, perceived quality, and value—to the consequences of over- all customer 
satisfaction—voice and loyalty. As was indi- cated, the primary objective in 
estimating this system or model is to explain customer loyalty.” (Fornell, Johnson, 
Anderson, Cha & Bryant. (1996). 

2.4.2.1 Model 
The model is illustrated in Figure 7 below. 

 

Figure 7 - ACSI framework (ACSI, 2013) 

Customer Expectations 
Customer expectations is a measure of what customer expectations are regarding the 
quality of a company’s product or service. Expectations include prior experience, 
advertising, word of mouth and a forecast regarding the company’s ability to deliver 
quality in the time to come. (ACSI, 2013) 
 
Perceived Quality 
In measuring the perceived quality respondents state their recent experiences. Quality 
is measured on two dimensions, the level of customization and reliability of a problem 
free product/service. (ACSI, 2013) 
 
Perceived Value  
The perceived value is measured on quality for price and price for quality. 
Repurchasing customers tend to put lesser weight on the value. (ACSI, 2013) 

Customer Complaints 
Customer complaints are measured as the portion of respondents that contacted the 
company to complain. Satisfaction is negatively connected to customer complaints, 
the more satisfied the customers are, the less the likelihood of complaints (ACSI, 
2013). It also measures the level of which the company can convert complainants into 
loyal customers (Fornell, Johnson, Anderson, Cha & Bryant. (1996).  

Customer Loyalty 
Customer loyalty is the chance of the customer repurchasing products or services 
from the same supplier, Furthermore it includes the price tolerance level, the 
likelihood that the customer will repurchase at higher prices. Customer loyalty is the 
goal of the model as it is a proxy for profitability. (ACSI, 2013) 
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2.4.2.2 Measuring 
In the ACSI customers can be asked about several brands from one company unlike in 
the SCSB were one customer answers questions about one company. (Fornell, 
Johnson, Anderson, Cha & Bryant. (1996).  

Similar to the SCSB, anywhere from 250-4000 respondents per industry are included. 
The sampling error is at most 1.5 percent and at best 0.6 percent at 95 percent level. 
The respondents are asked to rate questions from 1-10. A multiple indicator approach 
is used and the data is analyzed with Partial least Square regression. The results are 
then presented from 0-100 where 100 percent is maximum satisfaction. (Fornell 1992) 

2.4.3 EPSI AND SKI 
“The European Performance Satisfaction Index (EPSI) rating model is a 
measurement of customer satisfaction as well as key success factor, especially 
image/brands of individual agencies, companies and organizations in a specific 
market, via periodical analyses by a respected, neutral institution, using quality 
standards based on state-of-the art methodology “(Fornell, 2005). 

The EPSI Rating model came about as a result of a European feasibility study for 
coordinated national customer satisfaction indices, which was conducted in 1997-
1998 (EPSI, 1998). A model based on the SCSB and ACSI was proposed for 
customer satisfaction index measurement and analysis, and this led to a Pan European 
customer satisfaction index initiative which SKI is part of (Eskildsen & Kristensen 
2008). 

EPSI measures both cause and effect relationships as well as causality. Seven aspects 
are measured, Image, Expectations, Product Quality, Service Quality and Perceived 
value, Customer Satisfaction and Loyalty. The strength of each of the relationships 
are measured. It can therefore predict the expected impact on any variable from an 
improvement of another. Customer Satisfaction and Loyalty are considered internal 
variables, and are driven by the remaining external five. Generic Questions are used 
and sample and data processing is the same as in the SCSB and ACSI. (Eskilsdsen & 
Kristensen, 2008) 

2.4.3.1 Model 
The SKI framework is presented in Figure 8 below. 
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Figure 8 SKI-Framework (SKI, 2013)  

 
Image can be seen as the starting point in the model. Image is generated by the 
previous experience of the in combination with the market as well as competitors. The 
effect on customer satisfaction and loyalty are dynamic. The Customer expectations, 
perceived quality in product and service together with the perceived value are drivers 
for satisfaction. Satisfaction in turn is affecting loyalty. Loyalty is defined as the 
intentions to remain as a customer and/if the customer intends to increase/decrease the 
purchase of current products/services as well as new ones. (SKI, 2013)	  

Complaints are not used in the model but are used together with other questions of 
customer behavior and socio-demographic variables to segment customers. (SKI, 
2013) 

2.4.3.2 Measuring 
The model above is operationalized as a questionnaire with 30-40 questions. The 
distributions of questions vary across industries as variables have different impact on 
satisfaction. The standard questionnaire is specified below. (SKI, 2013) 
 
Image: A minimum of four questions is asked to determine the perceived Image of 
companies. The questions cover areas such as Reliability, customer service, perceived 
value, professionalism and competence. 
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Expectations: A minimum of five questions is asked to determine the level of which 
expectations are at. The questions cover areas such as personal service, security, extra 
services, product range, accuracy and additional services. 
 
Product Quality: A minimum of three questions is asked to determine perceived 
product quality. The questions cover areas such as product content, security and 
technical attributes. 
 
Service Quality: A minimum of three questions about perceived personal service, 
advice and availability. 
 
Perceived Value: A minimum of five questions regarding the perceived value of 
products, service, advice, availability, safety, security and additional services offered. 
Customer Satisfaction: Three questions are always asked regarding; General 
satisfaction, confirmation of expectations, Distance from the customers hypothetical 
ideal product/service. 
 
Loyalty: Three questions are usually asked regarding repurchases. How likely the 
customer is to choose the same supplier if he or she was faced with the decision of 
repurchasing, in what words the customer would comment their supplier to others and 
whether or not they would recommend the company. (SKI, 2013) 
The results from the annual EPSI-ratings are presented publicly and in more depth 
exclusively to corporate customers. Key indicators by sector and country are 
presented to the general public. Corporate customers are given their specific results 
including company details on all measured variables and customer groups. (Eklöf & 
Westlund (2002) 

2.5 Optimal Level of Customer Satisfaction 
Higher Customer Satisfaction leads to better financial performance by increased 
loyalty, reduced price sensitivity, positive word of mouth, reputation and reduced 
transaction costs (Anderson, Fornell & Lehmann, 1994; Fornell 1992; Reichhald & 
Sasser, 1992). However, High satisfaction often comes at increased quality, which 
comes at a cost (Bowbrick, 1992; Lancaster, 1979)  

Increasing quality that is already high results in an exponential increase in costs 
(Juran & Gryna, 1980). This means that since Customer satisfaction is diminishing at 
high levels along with increased costs makes for a negative correlation (Ittner and 
Larckner, 1998). Ittner and Larckner (1998) found customer retention to be strongly 
correlated with customer satisfaction up to a level of 70 percent satisfaction and 78 
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percent retention rate. Between 70 percent and 100 percent Customer satisfaction 
there was no change in retention rates on a study performed in a telecommunication 
firm in the US. Revenue has the same pattern but peaked at 80 percent Satisfaction 
scores.  

This in contradiction with the finding of Jones and Sasser (1995), who claimed 
retention rates are maximized at the highest CSI score. Furthermore, Ittner and 
Larckner (1998) makes a case for that it is actually customer specific if profits 
increase due to customer satisfaction, as retaining unprofitable customers due to an 
increase in satisfaction hurts profits.  From the findings of Ittner and Larckner, 1998, 
companies need to focus on profitable customers and identifying them.  
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3 Theoretical Framework 
In order to answer the research questions below, a conceptual framework showing, 
which theories relate to which research question, is presented. The framework serves 
as the foundation for the interview guide.  

The meaning of conceptualization is to explain the main research subject either 
through text or graphics (Miles & Huberman, 1994). The research questions and the 
theoretical connection are presented below; 

3.1 Conceptual Framework 
The purpose of this thesis is to describe the influence of customer satisfaction on 
performance in the Swedish Banking industry. Based on this purposeand rewieved 
literature, four research questions are developed: 

RQ 1: Is customer satisfaction an indicator of changes in stock value?  

Fornell, 2006 presents a positive connection from the ACSI (proxy for customer 
satisfaction) to stock performance. The study tested the top 25 percent and of the 
ACSI compared to the S&P 500 and Nasdaq index and found that firms who do well 
by their customers in terms of satisfaction (high ACSI scores) also did outperform 
their competition in stock price.  

RQ 2 :How does customer satisfaction influence profits? 

CS has been found to correlate positively to profits in a study of 77 Swedish firms so 
the hypothesis is that CS does correlate positively to profits (Anderson, Fornell & 
Lehmann, 1994). Heskett.et.al (1984) suggest that profits come from increased 
revenue and profitability, which in turn comes from customer loyalty, which is the 
result of satisfied customers. Matzler and Stahl, (2000) suggest CS to influence 
shareholder value positively by increased cross selling, repeat business, lowered price 
sensitivity and positive word of mouth. 

RQ 3: Is there an optimal target level of customer satisfaction?  

Anderson (1984) performed a survey and found that the top two problems for 
managers in implementing customer satisfaction are how it is linked to profitability 
and at what levels returns are diminishing  

Increasing quality that is already high results in an exponential increase in costs 
(Juran & Gryna, 1980). This means that since Customer satisfaction is diminishing at 
high levels along with increased costs makes for a negative correlation (Ittner & 
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Larckner, 1998). Ittner and Larckner (1998) found revenue and retention percentages 
customer satisfaction to be maximized between 70 and 80 percent.  

This in contradiction with the finding of Jones and Sasser (1995), who claimed 
retention rates are maximized at the highest CSI score. Furthermore, Ittner and 
Larckner (1998) make a case for that it is actually customer specific if profits increase 
due to customer satisfaction. 

RQ 4: How do Swedish banks view and act on the information from CS 
measures? 

Companies must identify customer satisfaction, measure it and then act on the results 
to improve the quality of their products and services Asher, (1989). Swedish banks 
have implemented SKI in yearly reports and from SKI they receive their score and the 
drivers of most importance. If it is considered important, resources should be 
allocated to improve low scoring areas.  

Improvements/decline of a firm or industry can be related to productivity or other 
measures or benchmarked against competition. Fornell (1992)  
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4 Methodology 
In	  this	  chapter	  the	  selection	  of	  methods	  and	  the	  motivation	  for	  these	  choices	  are	  presented.	  The	  
chapter	  involves,	  literature	  study,	  research	  purpose,	  research	  approach,	  case	  selection,	  method	  
of	  analysis,	  data	  collection	  and	  research	  problems.	  

4.1 Research Purpose 
There are three different research purposes; explanatory, descriptive, and exploratory. 
A descriptive study strives to describe events or situations while exploratory studies 
seek to clarify and explore a phenomenom. Finally, explanatory purposes seek to 
establish causal relationships. (Saunders, Lewis, Thornhill, 2009) 

The purpose of this paper is mostly descriptive although it has some explanatory parts. 
The main purpose is to describe the influence of customer satisfaction on performance 
in Swedish banks, however it does also strives to explain the impact and reasons 
behind certain actions from each bank in the analysis.  

4.2 Literature Study 
Scientific articles were retrieved from several databases. Primarily the databases of 
Lulea University of Technology, Lucia, Google scholar and Emerald Insight. The 
keywords used were Customer Satisfaction, Performance, Stock market, ACSI, EPSI, 
SKI, Implementing Customer satisfaction, Measuring customer satisfaction and 
defining customer satisfaction. The Keywords were searched both as single words and 
in combination. 

4.3 Research Approach 
Two research approaches can be used, qualitative and quantative (Saunders et al, 
2009). This study has both a qualitative as well as a quantitative approach. The 
primary data comes from interwievs (qualitative) while the secondary data is 
numerical and therefore quantitative. Both are needed as research question one is 
answered using numerical data, which requires a quantitative approach. Quantative 
data is used to show correlations and generalize results (Saunders et.al 2009). This 
method is suitable as research question one deals with the stock market and SKI 
which both are numerical and can be generalized.  

The remaining three are answered from the empirics of interwievs which is qualitative. 
Qualitative data is in the form of words and can provide insight where numerical data 
fails to do so (Saunders et al, 2009). In a qualitative study the researcher attempts to 
describe what has been observed or reported (Ibid, 2009). The qualitative approach is 
also complex and is suitable for studies with a small selection to analyze in depth 
(Ibid, 2009). The selection is small and customer satisfaction is a complex matter that 
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needs in- depth analysis, which is why a qualitative method was chosen.  

4.4 Research Strategy 
There are five research strategies that can be used; experiment, survey, case study, 
archival analysis and history (Yin 1994). The choice is dependent on the purpose of 
the study along with the research questions and the resources at the researchers 
disposal (Saunders et al, 2009). 

First the major banks were compared in search of patterns and correlations between 
customer satisfaction and performance using historic data. This because by using 
stock market prices and SKI-ratings it is the only way to account for the changes over 
time. This approach is limited in describing how these patterns or correlations occur, 
so in order to get a deeper understanding of the influence of customer satisfaction a 
case study was chosen. For this purpose a case study can be used to provide answers 
(Patel, 1987 p. 62).  

Furthermore, a multiple case study was chosen because it is a suitable strategy for a 
descriptive study and to investigate a phenomenon in-depth (Denscombe, 2009). 
There are single and multiple case studies, according to Yin (2009).  A multiple study 
is better suited to see if results are repeated, several cases also present a better 
foundation for a population as it is represented by several cases and not just one (Ibid, 
2009). 

4.5 Selection of Cases 
The selection is very limited as the study focuses on the major Swedish banks. 
Convenience sampling was applied by using local bank branches (Saunders et al, 
2009). 

Rather than just doing a case study on one, the input from several managers was 
expected to be of greater value. Three bank managers agreed to participate while the 
fourth did not respond. By selecting several cases makes the study more accurate 
(Merriam 1994, p. 165). Respondents were selected since they have first hand 
knowledge about the phenomenon. From respondents were, Jörgen Ericsson of 
Handelsbanken, Tomas Lejon of Swedbank and Niklas Jonsson of SEB. 

4.6 Data Collection Method 
4.6.1 Primary Data 
Interviews with three bank managers were performed to get a deeper understanding of 
how they viewed customer satisfaction as a measurement, it’s importance, the 
influence on profitability as well as how it is used in their organization. Interviews 
lasted approximately one hour each. 
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The interviews were personal interviews performed in a semi-structured way. By 
using a semi-structured method, the respondents are given a chance to elaborate on 
subjects and additional interesting data can be obtained. At the same time, the 
structure presents a foundation for comparison and to obtain answers to key areas 
listed in the interview guide. (Halvorsen, 1992) 

4.6.2 Secondary Data 

To find potential connections in Customer Satisfaction and performance, SKI scores 
are used to measure satisfaction. The performance criteria have been retrieved from 
several sources. Yearly reports from each bank present Profits. Stock price 
information comes from the Nasdaq OMX. SKI is presented in the fall around 
September, Stock market prices have been used from the last business day of the year 
which is in line with Matzlers findings that the effects from customer satisfaction 
have a lag time of approximately three months. 

4.7 Method of Analysis 
Yin (1994) claims there are two general ways to analyze case studies. 

• To rely on theoretical propositions  
• Develop a case description 

Yin (1994) suggests the first to be the most favorable one.  To rely on theoretical 
propositions is also the method of analysis in this study, however by creating a 
framework and interview guide a case description has automatically been developed. 

Yin (1994) also presents two techniques of analysis; “dominant mode of analysis and 
“lesser modes of analysis”. The first consists of explanation building, time-series 
analysis, pattern matching, and program logic models. The lesser modes are; analysis 
of embedded units of analysis, repeated observations and case survey approach which 
should be used along with the dominant modes (Ibid, 1994). 

Time–series analysis was chosen to analyze the SKI in relation to stock market. For 
the interviews a pattern matching analysis was used as Yin (1994) claims it to be the 
most desireable in case studies when comparing data with theory.  

The Case analysis was made from personal interviews and compared to theory in a 
deductive logic manner. The study has a deductive approach since reality was studied 
from a theoretical framework based on existing theory  (Arbnor, Bjerke, 2008, s 108). 
The empirics were interpreted from a framework. To provide further analysis, a cross 
case analysis was conducted. The cross case analysis compares the cases for 
similarities and differences and helps to generalize the results on areas where there is 
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consensus. The results can however not be generalized since the sample is so small 
but can rather identify phenomenons which with further research could prove 
generalizable. 

 

4.8 Reliability and Validity 
4.8.1 Reliability 

Denscombe (2000, p 282) says that researchers must be able to trust measures to be 
reliable. The secondary data used are yearly reports, SKI and the Nasdaq Omx all of 
which are available to everyone and can easily be checked. The primary data from 
interviews was recorded to avoid any loss of data. To keep consistency, an interview 
guide was used as a base for the interview. 

4.8.2 Validity 

Validity means that methods and data are proper, exact and accurate. In order to 
achieve high validity, the correct indicators need to be examined and results to be 
precise. Denscombe (2000, p.283) 

The interview guide was controlled by Anne Engström (supervisor) and at a seminar. 
The respondents were all anonymous to induce truthful answers. Furthermore, the 
report is classified at the request from respondents. The respondents were given a 
chance to view the interview guide one week before the interview so that they would 
be comfortable in answering the questions. The respondents were chosen on the basis 
of having first hand knowledge of CS in their bank. 
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5 Empirical Data 
Semi-structured Interviews were performed with bank managers of local branches 
using the interview guide (see appendix 1). First, each bank is briefly presented 
followed by the interview section. Finally some SKI-data is presented. Keywords to be 
used for analysis in the following chapter are in italic.  

5.1 Case Presentation 
5.1.1 Handelsbanken 
Handelsbanken is present in 24 countries with a total of 774 branches of which 461 
are located in Sweden (Handelsbanken, 2013). The company has 6984 employees in 
Sweden (Bank & Finansstatistik, 2012). In the yearly report for 2012, customer 
satisfaction is given much attention. The front-page highlights their leading position 
among the major banks in Sweden from the SKI and EPSI ratings. The benefits 
recognized from CS are, positive Word of mouth and repeat business. Handelsbanken 
aims to achieve its profitability goals by having more satisfied customers than 
competitors. In the yearly report it is stated ”Quality and Service levels must at least 
meet expectations”. Handelsbanken consider the SKI scores a ”proof” of the viability 
of their way of doing business.  Success is measured in customer satisfaction, 
profitability and cost-effectiveness.  

5.1.2 Swedbank 
Swedbank is present in 12 countries and have 308 offices in Sweden (Swedbank, 
2013). The company has 7909 employees in Sweden (Bank &Finansstatistik, 2012). 
Swedbank have invested in CS and set a goal of 75% in the SKI ratings (Swedbank, 
2013). Swedbank recognize CS together with trust and a positive view on the brand as 
the most important reasons to customer’s decisions to but products and services. 
Swedbank follows up on last years SKI scores and explains that the 3 percentage 
points drop are due to the elimination of Cash handling and a negative debate in 
media regarding banks margins. Communication needs to improve in these matters. 
Swedbank recognizes that customer satisfaction is a key focus and basis for growth 
and profitability.  

5.1.3 SEB 
SEB is present in some 20 countries (SEB-Group, 2012) and employ 7228 people in 
Sweden in 169 offices (Bank &Finansstatistik, 2012). The bank is focused on 
businesses and institutional customers but is also growing in the private market (SEB-
Group, 2012). In the yearly report 2012, SEB highlights some achievements in the 
area of CS. SEB received an award from Finansbarometern, ranking number two as 
Business Bank of the Year and 1st in Small Business Bank of the Year, “Best Nordic 
private bank” by the Banker. SEB was also awarded best Nordic bank for 
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Corporations by Prospera. The bank is improving in small and medium companies 
and is 2nd   in the SKI ratings among the major banks. The target is to become the best 
bank in the SKI ratings. 

5.2 Interviews 
5.2.1 Handelsbanken 
5.2.1.1 Defining Customer Satisfaction 
Customer Satisfaction is extremely important to Handelsbanken. Customer 
satisfaction is about keeping our promise to customers and it is a feeling. Benefits 
recognized are positive word of mouth, repeat business, growth, and possibilities for 
future business and cross selling. Most of all Handelsbanken want loyal customers. 
Customers are more satisfied in the rural areas than the urban areas. 

The Expectations from customers in Handelsbanken are bank services, local presence 
and high availability. Customers expect to meet decision makers, not messengers. 
What Jörgen mean by this is that Handelsbanken employees are autonomous in 
contrast to other banks where decision making is limited. There are competitive 
factors in addition to these, customers expect “hygiene” factors. These are basic 
things such as accounts, credit cards and so on. The competitive factors are also basic, 
relational selling, which is built from humans. Handelsbanken has a strong local 
presence to make the service more personal and not computerized. Credits and pricing 
are a big part of banking customers want adaptation and counseling. In Jörgen's 
experience the customers are emotional, therefore in order to identify and 
accommodate customer needs, a local presence and a personal touch is vital. In 
Handelsbanken this local presence and employee decision-making is the key to 
success and Drivers for satisfaction. Customer satisfaction can be viewed as an 
investment, it does not need to be viewed as a cost. Cost-effectiveness is the way to 
keep service at an acceptable level. Employees are in that sense pushed harder in 
Handelsbanken than other banks. 

5.2.1.2 Measuring Customer Satisfaction 
Jörgen criticizes the SKI measure and connection to loyalty. Customers change bank 
regardless of satisfaction. Jörgen measures customer satisfaction in his own way, he 
gets a feeling through quotes from people in leading positions. Customer 
segmentation is never made openly but clearly some customers are of more 
importance than others. Jörgen mentions the 80-20 rule, how 20% of the customers 
account for 80% of profits. They are treated differently but never in the office, in the 
open. From SKI all customers are accounted for and there is no reason for 
Handelsbanken not to be the best here even though not all customers are given the 
same effort to be satisfied. Phone interviews are also made, for example in 2004 
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customers who switched were interviewed. 70% switched due to lack of attention. 
They claimed to be satisfied but that was irrelevant. SKI for the top customers would 
be interesting. 

Satisfied customers are very important for the business, but the connection to loyalty 
is weak. The SKI is a good measurement since it measures all industries and is 
credible. Jörgen says that the signaling value internally and externally is the most 
useful, almost the most important. 

The downside is that it is hard to understand and presents no tools to react upon. 
Measures only the hygiene factors, but maybe the competitive factors are reflected in 
some measure. The scale is 1-10 and what does a seven or eight really mean? Jörgen 
says he never found SKI ratings to correlate on a branch level, even though 
Handelsbanken knows the numbers of each branch. Analyzing and understanding is 
hard, tools would be very useful. On a national level, drivers can be looked at but 
even if we are told by SKI that we are trailing in product quality, which product is it, 
we have over 100 products.   

The other measure, Quotes and phone interviews –are very subjective and cannot be 
generalized it is a soft measure and not consistent. Also lacks clear tools but is a 
learning process.  

The results are used for evaluation of competitive factors, it can pinpoint a specific 
reason to determine the factor for a customer. It is so easy to switch banks, just by the 
click of a finger a customer is lost. 

5.2.1.3 Application of Customer Satisfaction 
The satisfaction of employees has a strong impact on customer satisfaction, you can 
tell right away by the numbers. Employees become more charming and customers feel 
more welcome. Jörgen mentions that he has observed several Handelsbanken offices 
around Sweden and that you could tell right away by the mood in the office of 
whether or not the branch was successful. In the end it comes down to selling, is the 
staff selling? To be a good salesman you need to believe in the business, believe in 
yourself and know your products. Customers can tell. Customers meet decision 
makers and employees are empowered and trusted to make decisions. It takes more to 
be a banker in Handelsbanken than in other banks. Employees need to understand the 
big picture and understand profitability. As in the yearly report Jörgen agrees that the 
business model puts great emphasis on customer satisfaction and cost effectiveness as 
the means to achieve profitability.  

All targets in the bank are relative and not absolute. The targets are constant 
improvement as well as having higher satisfaction and profitability than other banks. 
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Jörgen refers to other banks as the big four, but on a local or regional level even niche 
banks are included, Handelsbanken strives to have the most satisfied customers. SKI 
scores are followed up on a quarterly basis to improve and be the best.  

No optimal level is considered or thought of, one customer one vote in the SKI makes 
it a very hard to see a connection to loyalty. Some customers are unprofitable which 
we would not even want to keep so SKI is too rough of a measurement. The optimal 
level of satisfaction is not based on any specific segments since it is all about the 
individual. One person can represent a major corporation and still be a minor private 
customer. All customers are given the same initial service since we never know who 
might be important. Once we know of course our most profitable customers are 
allocated more resources to satisfy or even delight them. The 80-20 rule has a great 
impact in Handelsbanken.  

5.2.2 Swedbank   
5.2.2.1 Defining Customer Satisfaction 
Definition - Tomas says CS is a state of mind that the customer experiences in relation 
to a supplier. It is a description of the value that the customer experiences in the 
relation with the bank. It means that the customer is satisfied with the bank and 
doesn´t consider switching banks.  

The benefits from satisfied customers are cross selling and repeat business. This is 
because satisfied customers are more susceptible to advice from the employees. For 
example, a satisfied customer listens to the banker in an open mind when he explains 
in what way this new product or service can benefit the customer. The dissatisfied 
customer is instead occupied with thoughts of how the bank has figured out yet 
another way to make money off them and thus is not susceptible to new offerings.  

An additional benefit that comes from satisfied customers are positive word of mouth. 
Satisfied customers are ambassadors of the bank in the regard that they speak highly 
about the bank to others, i.e. how reliable, trustworthy or service minded the bank is.  

Customer Expectations differ greatly in terms of services demanded and the factors of 
importance. All customers expect “hygiene factors” – The basics of any bank, to open 
the bank office when it is supposed to, bank transfers to reach the intended recipient 
and so on. Furthermore, Customers expect us to keep our promises as well as being 
honest, sincere, have competitive pricing, high availability, Internet banking, 
telephone banking and competent staff.   

Swedbank do business in three areas. Savings, to provide a good return on investment 
and with balanced risk. Payments, both national and international. Lending, the ability 
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to lend money when you need it and to be understood. Customers are willing to pay 
different amounts for services.  

According to the respondent, to meet expectations, Swedbank tries to identify 
expectations and provide a general service at a competitive price and tailor our 
offering according to segment. Swedbank segments the private customers after 
expectations in two segments, premium (or private banking) and key-customers. Key-
customers are given one yearly meeting to discuss their specific situation. Premium 
customers are given a personal banker and pay more but are given more perks, time 
and expertise.  

Tomas says that easy, transparent and caring are the lead themes of Swedbank. “We 
strive to provide a healthy and sustainable economy for customers”. This is both 
internally as well as externally.  

In regards to Cash-handling which some customers expect, Tomas says Swedbank 
manage these expectations by assisting the customer in using the ATM as well as the 
deposit machine. And employees take their time to explain to customers the choice of 
why Swedbank has chosen to limit their cash. 

Tomas motivates the standing point of Swedbank extensively. He says cash has 
positives and negatives, Swedbank offer cash in ATMs and deposit machines. Cash-
handling is costly and is not a source of revenue. It locks up resources, which can be 
put to better use elsewhere. Cash-handling is in addition bad for the environment, 
Swedbank is an environmental certified bank, which strives to provide a sustainable 
environment. The robberies for individuals are also a problem that Swedbank wants to 
assist society in eliminating. Customers expect cash and Swedbank handle that by 
explaining why they no longer offer cash and will assist customers to the ATM if they 
are unfamiliar with using it. Organized crime feeds off cash and eliminating cash will 
provide society with a more fair way of doing business in a legal, honest manner. 
Tomas underscores the fact that he in no way believes cash to be eliminated in society. 
He believes and hopes that customers in the long run will acknowledge the benefits of 
the limited use of cash. Deposits of large amounts can be made for individuals in the 
same way as for small companies. 

Tomas believes that employee satisfaction is highly correlated to the satisfaction of 
the customer. The satisfaction, pride and commitment of employees are very 
important. This is reflected in the way employees act in customer interactions.  
Employees must like and share the values of the company in order to be successful.  

Regarding the connection to profitability the respondent states that: 
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“From experience we know that customers we meet are more satisfied than those we 
do not. Satisfied customers lead to long-term business. Long-term business leads to 
profitability, we strive to generate benefit and gain for, employees, customers, 
shareholders and society. Long-term, all those four areas are important and a 
prerequisite to be successful. In the short-term customer satisfaction can be low and 
yet profitability high, for example in a restructuring effort. Long-term however, you 
need to have the most satisfied customers to be successful and profitable. Profitability 
comes from satisfaction but no correlation is made yet Tomas says it is there. Long-
term, it almost becomes a hygiene factor. The most important effect from customer 
satisfaction is the positive word of mouth. Satisfied customers provide positive word 
of mouth and assists the bank that way, the opposite is true for dissatisfied customers. 
Keep in mind though, the credibility of customer’s matters, some people are satisfied 
with everything by nature and vice versa. The trick is to get the credible customers 
satisfied since not all customers can be satisfied. The bottom-line is, satisfied 
customer provides for a good profitability development, and vice versa.” 

The drivers for satisfaction - Tomas says that marketing helps to provide a brand and 
image as well as communicating values. Swedbank is an including bank, for example 
refugees are given accounts to be welcomed to Sweden. However, Tomas point out 
that the reasons for choosing a bank are many and also account for the switching 
behavior in the bank sector by stating: 

“There are a million reasons for selecting banks, a good banker, geographical reasons, 
parents are customers, spouse or friends recommendation, a good image to personal 
values, price-worthy or the feeling or memory of being treated well. 80percent of 
customers are not willing to change banks. The remaining 20 percent are however 
ready to change bank, regardless of which Swedish bank the customers are in. 
Customers that have expectations not being satisfied are willing to change, this is the 
challenge for banks to deal with. Swedbank has half of the market in terms of private 
customers and are more vulnerable to competitors winning customers due to this fact. 
The growth potential for Swedbank is in the business segment. By doing well in the 
private customer segments, customers that are entrepreneurial will go to the same 
bank with their business. The customers lost in private sectors are made up for by the 
increase in the business segment. Swedbank suits customers that wants a bank to take 
social responsibility, to be nation wide, to have a prestige less conversation and 
entrepreneurs. It is hard to say which specific factors that determine the choice of 
Swedbank but we are a modern & innovative and obviously we suit the preferences 
for half of Sweden’s population.“   
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5.2.2.2 Measures of Customer Satisfaction 
Swedbank measures customer satisfaction internally on the most profitable segment. 
External actors that measure satisfaction is something Swedbank are interested in and 
observe closely but are not performed locally and SKI measures has no use for me in 
Luleå. Swedbank does not look at the local SKI figures since it is very general and 
does not provide segmental information. Telephone interviews are performed and 
questions asked are, the content of the meeting, the purchase of products. This gives 
us an opportunity to reconnect with the employee responsible for the specific 
customer. This is only done with customers that are selected by the bank, the most 
profitable customers in the premium segment. 

The benefits with this measure is the knowledge of what the most important 
customers think of us and the chance to adapt to their expectations which in turn can 
make us even more successful and thus more profitable.  

Tomas says that there is no point in asking all customers what they think as we focus 
on the meetings and advisory meetings. We want to be good at the physical customer 
interaction in the bank office and the virtual customer interaction in the phone bank. 
However we want to measure satisfaction from customer meetings face to face, in the 
bank, in the customers’ homes or at a company in their setting. This is where our 
future is. This input is the input we need to become better.  

The large portion of remaining customers, Swedbank adapt to on a national level. 
Some information comes from SKI but primarily from focus groups. This is measured 
on a national level and implemented throughout the organization. This is a constant 
process and improvements are being made as expectations are rising, the offering 
from Swedbank is constantly being evolved both our basic offerings as well as the 
premium. One example comes from SKI measures that pointed to availability as a 
factor, which customers sought after, and Swedbank extended opening hours and have 
a strong geographical presence to accommodate the increase in demand for 
availability. 

The importance of CS - It is impossible to make money on dissatisfied customers. As 
mentioned before, 20 percent of customers are willing to change banks and we cannot 
afford to lose 20% of our customer base.  Shareholder and customer benefits must go 
hand in hand, long term.  In the future, digital solutions will become more important 
and we cannot have thirty to forty percent of our staff allocated in cash transactions. 
Resources must be focused where customer value can be created and customers 
become loyal by being recognized. Swedbank wants to be in the forefront in 
development and customers that want a more traditional bank are better off there.  
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Targets are to have the most satisfied customers, primarily compared to the major 
banks but on a local level even with niche banks. These niche banks have by nature a 
smaller customer base and their offering is more suited to their customers. You can 
not really compare, the local Kringlan clothing store to H&M. Customers of the niche 
business have made a very aware choice, with more passionate customers. The SKI 
target for 75 percent from the yearly report is distant and Tomas says the Luleå office 
wants to do their part, but the organization is much decentralized and each branch 
operates according to local settings. The SKI measurement is not local and we do not 
use it. We are more interested in our customers being satisfied and not a high SKI, we 
focus our resources on having our premium segment very satisfied. Primarily in the 
private customers, but this is also the case in the business segment. This is long-term, 
so even if customers are not profitable today, customers with high probability of 
profitability in the future are also allocated resources and focused on. To customers 
that are less profitable we settle for meeting hygiene factors and give good general 
service and availability. In short, a fair and good bank for the average customer, all 
customers are welcome and we want customers to be profitable and happy. 

An Optimal level of satisfaction is something Swedbank focuses on, and in Swedbank 
it is 75 percent in the SKI ratings. Tomas says: 

“In the economic reality we live in we can not give premium service to all customers, 
instead we differentiate our offerings to reach this optimal level. This is done by 
segmenting customers into three segments, all of which comes with different costs 
and value to the customer. The customer is always given the choice to select their 
level of service. By doing so we give all customers the value that they want to pay for. 
We want the mass customers to be satisfied and the important ones, very satisfied.” 

Swedbank see efforts to raise satisfaction as long-term investments. The efforts are 
designed to suit the needs of the consumer and present benefits through scale for 
Swedbank. One examples of such an effort is the camera scan of OCR-codes. It is 
convenient for customers and cost–efficient to Swedbank. In the short term all efforts 
are costs but then the outcome determines whether it remains a cost or if it becomes 
an investment.  

Importance of measuring- According to Tomas, Measuring Satisfaction is extremely 
important so that Swedbank know how to create customer satisfaction. “We learn 
from what customers are dissatisfied with and their expectations and whether or not 
we satisfied their needs. From this information we know what we need to do in order 
to achieve satisfied customers.”  
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5.2.3 SEB 
5.2.3.1 Defining Customer Satisfaction 
The respondent says, customer satisfaction is more than just a momentary thing. It 
needs to be long-term. CS to SEB is customers being satisfied in both good times as 
well as bad times. Expectations from customers are primarily to be able to contact us. 
This presents a challenge, as the market is very competitive with the online banks that 
compete without the cost of offices. Customers expect advisory where customers can 
understand what SEB are selling, especially the financial products are hard to 
understand. Customers expect the advice from the bank to be trusted and to bring 
value to both parties along with the basics of opening accounts, Internet banking and 
such. All banks face a challenge by removing cash in the offices since customers 
expected us to handle cash. 

In the local office Niklas says that SEB prepared customers by telling them that we 
would cease with the cash handling but choose to maintain cash until the bigger 
player, Swedbank has ceased doing so. To us it is not a problem with cash handling 
since the inflow is limited. This preparation resulted in that SEB did not have a single 
complaint in the office regarding cash handling after we canceled that service. Niklas 
says, “In SEB we still respect and accept that older people or handicapped people 
want to use cash so we accommodate their requests.  

To meet expectations SEB measure rigorously. In meetings where employees feel that 
the customers have not really understood everything a call is made to deal with 
uncertainties and questions from the customers. SEB always want the customer to 
understand what they are buying and make them feel that we are open and honest with 
our business. 

According to Niklas, the employee satisfaction is very important for customer 
satisfaction. Often when customers are dissatisfied it is because an employee had a 
bad day. In SEB, we have been working hard with this and talked about it, customers 
come in maybe once every two years. We simply cannot afford to have a bad day with 
customer interactions. The Office environment is also a factor of employee 
satisfaction. If employees are not satisfied this will result in bad performance, maybe 
by not being prepared or just not committed. If we fail to meet expectations, 
customers won’t be satisfied.  

Niklas says “In SEB we look for entrepreneurial employees. We want our employees 
to have their own style as long it is serious and within the general policy and 
recommendations of SEB. We also put employees together two and two in customer 
meetings to learn and provide feedback to one another.”  
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In meetings SEB want to offer the full package so the bank recommend employees to 
create an agenda together with the customer so both parties are satisfied with the 
meeting. In order for the bank to give good recommendations, the full picture is 
needed.  

Regarding sales Niklas states “SEB sell bank products of course, but only those that 
suit the customer since long term we would create dissatisfaction if we sold the 
customer products they do not want. Short-term we consider CS a cost and long term 
it is the best investment possible. CS is important to measure so we know that we are 
doing the right things by the customer and not just by ourselves.”  

5.2.3.2 Measures of Customer Satisfaction 
Niklas says that it is important to measure over time, most measures are made just 
after a customers meeting with the bank. Measures are both by phone and paper 
survey as well as SKI.  

SEB believes CS is important and that it must be measured to identify whether 
customer expectations are being met or not. 

SEB measures CS by asking customers regarding several variables of which the most 
important ones are if customers are satisfied long-term relationship with us, and 
weather or not they would recommend SEB to others. Questions are answered on a 1-
10 scale. The experience from the latest contact as well as the experience of SEB in 
general is also measured. 

 The respondend is of the opinion that customers in small communities are more 
satisfied than customers in the bigger cities in general. He continues,  “Stockholm for 
example, employee turnover is greater and customers are more demanding. The 
concentration of SEB customers are mostly in urbanized areas whereas the other 
banks are more concentrated in rural areas. SEB has had low scores in SKI but are 
now improving in the private market, in the business markets SEB has always done 
fairly well. This year we received an award for best small business bank. So for us a 
weighting of the SKI would be interesting since I think it would improve our scores. I 
know our numbers are greater in Lulea compared to the greater cities by our own 
measures.” 

The respondent explains the measurement and the results by saying  “SEB measure 
centrally and in a random order at statistically significant levels. SEB has almost 
twice the satisfaction in smaller cities than in the large ones. The explanaition is that 
in smaller cities customers have a relationship with their banker, in contrary to the big 
cities where they rarely meet the same employee due to the large turnover in staff.”  
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Regarding SKI, Niklas says that the SKI measure is good in the sense that  it can 
compare all banks. However as was just mentioned the measure present a skewed 
picture due to the customer composition.  

Niklas says that In SEB’s own measures the bank use phone calls to measure the 
customers’ feelings of the experience when they leave, it can be a simple action such 
as changing a digipass that is being measured. This does not provide much 
information since even if the customer is satisfied with how that matter was handled, 
SEB are interested in how customers evaluate the full experience. Therefore the 
phonecalls can sometimes measure the wrong things, but on aggregate the bank 
believes it should be a fair measure in the end.  

Niklas continues, “The paper survey however is more extensive and the questions 
regarding loyalty are probably answered on a more solid background. One does not 
recommend SEB as a bank to colleagues and loved ones, just because they changed 
the digipass in a good manner. The sampling is completely random and is segmented 
in advisory meetings, spontaneous customer visit, private banking and companies.” 

In the opinion of the respondent, Annika Falkengren (CEO) introduced a more 
customer satisfied oriented organization. In the yearly report she talks about the 
importance of satisfied customers, it is a top priority. The target is to have the most 
satisfied business customers and by 2018 to have the most satisfied private customers 
as well, in the SKI. Niklas believes this target will be hard to reach since CS is very 
dependent on relationships, which SEB cannot achieve in the larger cities. SEB have 
five targets of which CS is one of them. 

Niklas is very keen on emphasizing the importance of CS and says “Everyone 
understands that CS is correlated to profitability. Up until the deregulation of the 
banking industry this was not an issue. The industry has gone through enormous 
changes and CS is one that has progressed, and is needed to be competitive. The 
target is always relative since macro factors affect satisfaction a great deal. We are 
very popular with the large companies but at the same time the idea of the general 
public was that SEB did not welcome small businesses. This has changed in latter 
years. “ 

In 2009 when the Lehman brothers crashed there was a drought in capital, which put 
constraints on us. Regarding the connection to profitability Niklas believes  that in a 
crisis such as 2009, SEB focused on keeping existing customers and to help them 
rather than going after new ones. The mistake of not doing so has been made before 
and SEB learned from that. In SEB many business customers are big companies and 
when the worst part was over, the business revenues came back. That is why SEB is a 
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bank one should own in bad times since when the times change for the better, SEB 
has the best profit curve. 

5.2.3.3 Application of Customer Satisfaction 
The respondent explains that in every three months the results from measures of CS 
are evaluated and compared to a starting point twelwe months back in time. In that 
analysis SEB sees a positive correlation between more full package customers and CS. 
Again Niklas comes back to profitability and correlations and states “The greatest 
correlation to profitability is macro factors which is greater than CS. We cannot affect 
macro but we can affect CS so we can make a difference in the way that we treat 
customers. It is hard for us too see any other way the employees can affect the 
profitability of SEB in any other way than having good customer interactions. “ 

Niklas says that complaints from a dissatisfied customer are usually warranted. 
Occasionally complaints are because of a denied a credit but that is just something 
that comes with running a bank.  

Regarding feedback and how it is used Niklas says ,“Positive feedback from 
customers  usually tell my employees to boost morale, I believe this is important since 
media and Anders Borg often criticize banks for bonuses and such which our front 
line staff receives the complaints for. They are not the ones getting these bonuses and 
it wears on them to hear. Therefore, positive feedback for the staff is important, it 
makes them more satisfied and in turn customers become more satisfied so they feed 
off each other in a positive spiral.” 

The respondent recognizes some benefits from CS and emphasizes a positive word of 
mouth both from employees and customers. Cross-selling is not an end goal at SEB. 
Instead the bank simply tries to give customers what they want, not overselling. 
Niklas says that by doing so SEB believes this will increase the customer lifetime 
value. This comes from the trust that the bank can build long-term to keep customers 
and perhaps eventually also results in cross selling in the end if the demand for a 
product appears itself to the customers.  

Niklas says that an optimal level is hard to determine. We believe it is the 
businessmanship of the employee that determines the extra effort to delight customers. 
Some customers are influential and these customers are usually worth going the extra 
mile for. A customer that is in for a simple matter being cost –efficient is enough. In 
the SKI, no optimal level exists, macro factors affect too much. An optimal level is 
always relative the competition. There are several ways of improving CS, more time 
with customers is the most efficient. Niklas gives an example of  a success story with 
a delighted customer;  
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“One employee put in the extra effort which he himself doubted if it was worth those 
extra fifteen minutes, but the result from this was a delighted customer, which in just 
one week from the positive word of mouth two more customers transferred all their 
business to SEB. For this reason I encourage my employees to have the courage to ask 
customers if they know someone who they should meet. Satisfied customers usually 
have someone to recommend. This positive word of mouth is worth way more than an 
Ad in the local newspaper. “ 

Once again Niklas concludes that Macro factors affect CS the most in terms of drivers. 
He says customer evaluate SEB to a large extend on how our advice turned out, which 
macro factors affect to a great extent. Our Image also affects a great deal, an example 
is when SEB was criticized openly by politicians our CS took a dive because of the 
greed in the top. Customers in Lulea were satisfied on a local level, but did not like 
SEB in general.  

Niklas on the use of SKI, “If SKI-scores show that we are falling behind in certain 
areas, then we will look into that. I believe product and price is pretty even amongst 
the four large banks. Situational factors determine the current pricing, like 
capitalization but products are pretty much the same, interest rates go up and down.” 

The respondent explains the differential factors of SEB “In SEB listening to the 
customers’ situation in an understanding manner the bank believes will give 
customers better value. SEB does not recommend Index funds, the advisory is what 
sets us apart from other banks. We belive that simplicity is important, the customer 
must understand and feel served, not dominated. In the grand scheme of thing, CSR 
also plays a role in the future, banks need to be ethical, environmental and 
sustainable.”   

Niklas puts a high value on positive word of mouth as he says “The results in the end 
comes down to how many respondents are recommending us or not recommending 
us.”  

Since the recommendation is of great importance, SEB analyze down to specific 
questions, and dig deeper in the cause(s) of a recommendation or not. If the feedback 
is positive, sometimes the bank will have a colleague contact the customer to 
elaborate on why this customer was so satisfied. By doing so, this gives the colleague 
an opportunity to learn something and at the same time avoids the awkwardness of the 
employee at hand doing the call. Criticism is dealt with in a constructive manner.     
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5.3 SKI-Data 
The following graphs are constructed using data from SKI, Nasdaq OMX and the 
yearly reports from each bank. For comparison, Stock prices and operating profits 
have been indexed to show the change over time. Figure 9 presents the SKI scores, 
Figure 10 presents the Stock prices, Figure 11 presents operating profits, Figure 12 
presents SKI scores in the business-to-business segment and finally Figure 13 
presents the SKI scores in the business-to-consumer segment. 

 

Figure 9 - SKI 2001-2012(SKI 2013) 

Handelsbanken tops the SKI-index; SEB has had the best development and have gone 
from last to 2nd. Swedbank had a strong development up until 2008 and the financial 
crisis where the decline began and are now close to last. Nordea is last and had never 
reached top scores and has basically always been last or close to last. 

	  

Figure 10 - Stock price 2001-2012 (Nasdaq OMX, 2013)  

Stock prices have fluctuated quite a bit. Handelsbanken has the least volatility 
followed by Nordea. Handelsbanken has over the entire time period had the best 
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development but only just got there last year. Nordea seems to have had a more 
stabile and strong performance. SEB and Swedbank both took a big hit during the 
financial crisis in 2008 and have not quite recovered. 

	  

Figure 11 - Operating Profits  

By looking at the operating profit growth of each bank, Handelsbanken has had the 
lowest increase in operating profits. Swedbank top the chart but actually suffered a 
deficit in 2008.  

 

  

Figure 12 – SKI B2B 2001-2012, SKI (2013)  

In the business segment SEB is interesting, in 2007 the bank was almost tied with 
Handelsbanken but unlike Handelsbanken, CS of SEB was drastically reduced and 
SEB were last once again. After the crisis however SEB has had a very strong 
development. 
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Figure 13 – SKI B2C 2001-2012, SKI (2013)  

In the private market all banks are on the decline but Handelsbanken are well above 
the other three, which are fairly close.  

	  

6 Discussion and Analysis 
First, each case are analyzed from the theoretical framework followed by a cross case 
analysis. Second, SKI data correlations and patterns and the reason for these are 
discussed. Finally, conclusions, recommendations and suggestions for further 
research are presented. 

6.1 Swedbank 
6.1.1 Defining Customer Satisfaction 
In the local level of Swedbank, CS is a state of mind the customer experiences in 
relation to a supplier. It describes the value that the customer experiences in relation 
to the bank. It also means that the customer is satisfied and does not switch banks, 
however if Swedbank does not meet expectations, some customers are willing to 
change.  Like Giese and Cote (2000) in Swedbank a response is identified, the time of 
the response and the focus of the response.  The response is a cognitive long-term 
view of value and the focus of the response comes from expectations and experience.  

The drivers for satisfaction are the basics or “hygiene factors” and examples are made 
to all dimensions of the SKI drivers for satisfaction. None of the factors stands out in 
Swedbank on a local level.  

6.1.2 Optimal Level & Targets of Customer Satisfaction 
Swedbank consider 75 percent optimal in the SKI ratings, which is also their target.  
Swedbank aims to have the most satisfied customers amongst the major banks. On a 
local level, Swedbank aims to be better than niche banks too but that is claimed to be 
more of a vision than a target. This is because niche banks with small market shares 
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have passionate customers that have made a clear choice. The Ideal model (Fornell, 
1992) also finds that niche players have higher satisfaction due to lower market share. 

Ittner and Larckner (1998) finds optimal levels to be around 70 percent, Swedbank are 
currently at 68.85 percent. Ittner and Larckner however argue that companies need to 
focus on profitable customers and identifying them, which Swedbank also does. 
Swedbank for example only measure CS from the meetings with the most profitable 
segment. 	  

6.1.3 Measureing Customer Satisfaction 
Swedbank measures via phone with the most profitable customer segment after 
customer meetings. The phone survey measure the content of the meeting, the 
purchased products and reconnect with the employee responsible for the meeting. The 
Focus groups are used centrally in the organization as well as SKI results.  The focus 
groups strive to present segments in customer preferences and implement a national 
standard.  Like Asher (1989) suggests, focus groups and telephone surveys are used 
and some level of segmentation takes place. However, according to Asher, employees 
and customers must feel that their opinions and actions are of importance in order for 
the measurement to be useful. In the case of Swedbank I believe this is only reflected 
in the phone survey segment where customers are contacted locally and asked for 
their opinions and that those opinions are then forwarded to their personal banker. The 
many customers outside this segment are never asked for opinions except for some in 
the SKI or focus groups and employees are not given any feedback nor can they see a 
change in CS except for once a year if they observe the SKI score. In addition, that 
SKI score is not used locally so the connection from their everyday work to the 
nationwide aggregate score probably feels distant.  

6.1.4 Applying Customer Satisfaction 
The benefits recognized are positive word of mouth, cross-selling and repeat business 
and Trust. In Swedbank cross-selling is believed to be an outcome of the trust that 
comes with satisfied customers. Matzler and Stahl (2000) also mention these 
parameters but also the benefit from lower price sensitivity.  

The connection to profitability comes from long-term business. Customer satisfaction 
is higher with the customers that we meet (premium segment) and is a prerequisite for 
long-term business. In Swedbank no clear correlation between CS and profitability is 
found, but it is considered almost a “hygiene” factor long-term and the base for 
positive word of mouth. Anderson (1984) suggests that managers have a hard time 
understanding the link between CS and profitability. Although it certainly is not 
crystal clear, Swedbank are connecting the dots.  
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Swedbank use the information from SKI and focus groups to improve in areas where 
results are poor. Availability was one such area and actions were taken, a use of the 
results in line with the opinions of Fornell (1992). The phone surveys have similar use 
and bring all parties in to the mix. Managers, customers and employees are all 
included in the local phone survey as is recommended by Asher (1989).  

6.2 SEB 
6.2.1 Defining Customer Satisfaction 
SEB are vivid in describing CS. It is about meeting expectations, but specifies it more 
in the terms of Giese and Cote (2000). SEB recognize a specific response, time and 
focus of the response. The value is an emotional response, long-term when it comes to 
time and finally a combination of the focus of the response, expectations and 
experience.  Like SKI, Image is a recognized as a major driver of importance, SEB 
even mention CSR as a driver, which is included in Image in the SKI. Price and 
Product SEB claim that all major banks are fairly similar in, and although they are 
important, all major banks today usually have something for everyone. SEB consider 
the single greatest factor for CS to be Macro factors, this probably comes back to how  
CS is defined in terms of Value. SEB claim that the bank is judged by the 
performance of their products in many cases. These products are ffected by external 
factors such as the stock market. So if the stock market plummets, CS will drop 
significantly due to the value loss for the customer. SEB does not mention service 
quality but does mention that the staff is very important for CS. 

6.2.2 Optimal Level & Targets of Customer Satisfaction 
SEB targets are to have the most satisfied business customers. By 2018 this is also the 
target in the private market. In the SKI, no optimal level exists except being better 
than the competition. This because macro factors have such a strong impact. An 
optimal level for CS is more or less to keep influential and important customers very 
satisfied. This is up to the individual employee to decide and although it comes with a 
cost, these customers are worth the cost. Other customers, it is more about being cost-
effective and by no means make them dissatisfied. Ittner and Larckner (1998) finds 
optimal levels to be around 70 percent, SEB are currently at 69.45 percent. Ittner and 
Larckner however argue that companies need to focus on profitable customers and 
identifying them, which SEB does. The added cost is recognized with increased 
service quality satisfaction as Lancaster (1979) and Bowbrick (1992) points out. 

6.2.3 Measureing Customer Satisfaction 
SEB have rigorous measuring activities. The bank measures over time by using paper 
surveys and by phone after customer meetings. The phone calls are primarily to get a 
grip of the feelings the customer experienced from their interaction with our bank. 
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The more extensive paper survey uses a 1-10 scale and questions are asked on many 
variables of which, the most important ones are whether the customer is satisfied 
long-term and whether or not customers would recommend SEB to others. This is 
similar to the SKI measurement in scale and variables. Questions are also asked about 
their latest banking experience as well as their general opinion of SEB. The sampling 
is completely random and done centrally in the organization. SEB does much like 
Asher (1989) suggests, they measure both paper surveys and phone and segment 
customers. Both employees as well as management consider it meaningful.   

SEB follows the external SKI ratings, however since the segmentation is too rough 
the internal measures are given more attention. SEB recognize that the SKI measure 
as an opportunity to measure banks against each other though. This is one of the 
objectives SKI has, to be able to measure over time and across as well as within 
industries. 

6.2.4 Applying Customer Satisfaction 
SEB consider the benefits from CS to be primarily positive word of mouth and 
extended customer lifetime value from repeat business. Cross selling is also a benefit 
recognized although secondary. In line with Matzler and Stahl, (2000) positive word 
of mouth and cross selling is mentioned explicitly and in customer lifetime value, 
repurchasing can certainly be included. Lower price sensitivity however it not 
necessarily included.  

The greatest connection to profitability is macro factors. SEB does see a strong 
correlation between CS and full-package customers, which results in profitability.  

SEB firmly believes that CS is influenced by a higher service quality from employee 
satisfaction that is line with the findings of Heskett .et al (1994).  SEB also suggests 
that this becomes a positive spiral where employees and customer satisfaction feeds 
off each other. A customer that was satisfied from the last interaction with the bank is 
more likely to be in a good mood the next time, which makes the employee more 
satisfied to work with satisfied customers. SEB use SKI data as an alarm, it the 
company fall behind in one area, the reason will be investigated. This is one use that 
Fornell (1992) points out that the SKI can be used for. Positive feedback from 
measures is forwarded to the staff and negative is dealt with in a constructive manner. 
Like in the SKI loyalty is the end goal, and in SEB the recommendations from 
customers is the most important aspect of loyalty.   
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6.3 Handelsbanken 
6.3.1 Defining Customer Satisfaction 
Customer satisfaction to Handelsbanken is much like Polischuks (1991) definition, to 
keep its promise or live up to expectations. Handelsbanken has a more emotional view 
of customer satisfaction rather than a cognitive one. For banks in general 
Handelsbanken consider some basic factors in all five dimensions in the SKI. The 
bank acknowledges that price or interest rates are a factor but the drivers for 
satisfaction in Handelsbanken are primarily image and service quality. This is where 
the differentiation takes place. Image is also the driver of most impact in the SKI 
measurement while service quality falls short of product quality while price is of little 
importance. One explanation as to why product quality is not mentioned from 
Handelsbanken could be that they either consider it a basic factor, or that they 
consider it to be included in service quality as banking products are very intangible. 

6.3.2 Optimal Level & Targets of Customer Satisfaction 
In Handelsbanken, no targets are absolute. Targets are to become the best among the 
major Swedish banks in CS and to constantly improve. On a local or regional level 
they want to be better than the small niche banks but says it is tough. This statement is 
in line with the theory from the Ideal model from Fornell (1992). Handelsbanken 
consider no level of CS to be optimal, the ”80-20-rule” is important to the bank. The 
rule means that 80 percent of profits comes from 20 percent of the customers. The 
focus of the bank is to keep these 20 percent very satisfied. This dimension of 80/20 is 
not captured in SKI-ratings so no optimal levels do not exists in that model. 
Handelsbanken strives to give all customers the same service initially and never to 
segment customers in the open, but after learning that a customer is in the top 20 
percent profitability segment, more resources are allocated to satisfy those customers.  
Ittner and Larckner (1998) finds optimal levels to be around 70 percent, 
Handelsbanken are currently at 74.2 percent. Ittner and Larckner however argue that 
companies need to focus on profitable customers and identifying them, which 
Handelsbanken certainly are doing. The same authors also propose that raising CS can 
even hurt profits as unprofitable customers can stay on as customers, where as getting 
rid of them would be more profitable.  

6.3.3 Measureing Customer Satisfaction 
Handelsbanken on a local level has an informal way of measuring customer 
satisfaction. Each branch does as the manager see fit. In the local branch used in this 
study the manager constantly asked customers as to why they chose Handelsbanken 
but no regularly occurring formal surveys are made. Phone interviews are made to 
investigate specific subjects, lost customers were interviewed to determine why they 
defected and another time it can be first time lenders. Handelsbanken follow SKI-
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ratings and consider the measurement to be of good use for signaling internally as 
well as externally. It goes across different industries and has credibility. It only 
measures the basic factors of a bank and it is hard to understand and put the numbers 
to use. Handelsbanken relies on their high availability and personal customer 
interactions to capture the needs and expectations from customers. Asher (1989) 
mentions several ways of measuring CS. Handelsbanken should measure more 
formally and reoccurring to see consistency. The way they do it now, much is up to 
the individual employee. However, in line with Asher’s recommendations, 
Handelsbanken employees are given a role in which they feel like they matter and 
have contact with customers. 

6.3.4 Applying Customer Satisfaction 
Handelsbanken consider the benefits from CS to be positive word of mouth, repeat 
business, growth, possibilities for future business and cross selling. All of which are 
accounted for in previous research, only the benefit from lowered price sensitivity is 
left out. The connection to profitability is not recognized from measurements. 
However, the ways to reach their goals are through more satisfied customers and 
being cost-efficient. CS is important to Handelsbanken and is recognized in 
influenceing profits but no clear correlation is estblished . This confirms the findings 
of Anderson (1984) who points out that managers find it difficult to see the 
connection.  

Handelsbanken has the same view on the connection of CS to loyalty. Handelsbanken 
learned that customers who left the bank did so not because they were dissatisfied but 
rather because an offer from another bank came along that showed interest. The bank 
however does recognize that CS, in line with the SKI-model, positively influences 
loyalty.  

The use of CS is mostly used for signaling, internally and externally. Even though 
SKI presents information as to which area an improvement could prove effective, the 
measurement is too rough. For instance, a SKI-rating of low product quality has low 
usefulness as the bank does not know which product that caused the drop in ratings. 
Once again, without any measures to identify general customer needs, the staff is 
required to be very responsive and take in customer opinions. It comes as no surprise 
that in Handelsbanken the satisfaction of the staff is a factor of major importance to 
CS. Handelsbanken actually claim that is is possible to tell by the mood of the 
customers and employees how successful a branch is. Like the service profit chain 
(Heskett.et al, 1994) Handelsbanken recognize employees satisfaction as a major 
influence on CS. Handelsbanken claims that it takes more to be an employee of 
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Handelsbanken than in other banks. The staff is empowered to make decisions and to 
plan their day. 

6.4 Cross Case 
6.4.1 Defining Customer Satisfaction 
It was surprising to hear the differences in defining customer satisfaction. Swedbank 
and SEB both highlight value as a response but Swedbank on a rational, cognitive 
level and SEB, which lean more towards the emotional feeling of satisfaction. 
Handelsbanken has an emotional view and while SEB and Swedbank point out long-
term, Handelsbanken does not specify a time frame.  All banks believe that meeting 
expectations is a requirement for satisfaction. 

The drivers of satisfaction differ greatly across the banks. Swedbank does not point 
out anything in specific rather than the basics while Handelsbanken point out Image 
and price. SEB on the other hand points to macro factors as the single most significant 
driver of satisfaction. SEB believe service quality to be important and price and 
product to be of minor importance as all banks are fairly similar in that regard. 
Handelsbanken and SEB also recognize image as a big influence. 

6.4.2 Optimal Level and Targets of Customer Satisfaction 
Swedbank is the only bank that presents an absolute target and at the same time 
considers it an optimal level. An optimal level does not exist in Handelsbanken or 
SEB, they do however have a relative target, to be the best of the major banks. 
Handelsbanken always strive to be a little bit better while SEB simply settle for being 
the best. All banks do agree that some customers are more important than others to 
keep satisfied or even delighted. 

6.4.3 Measureing Customer Satisfaction 
Handelsbanken has a very informal way of measuring CS. SEB are by far the most 
rigorous in measuring CS while Swedbank comes somewhere in between. The banks 
also differ in which customers that are measured, Handelsbanken does not measure 
regularly but rather when something interesting comes along, Swedbank only measure 
their most profitable customers directly. In SEB measures are completely random 
using both paper and phone surveys of each segment. All banks follow SKI as a 
complement to their own measures.  

6.4.4 Applying Customer Satisfaction 
All Banks recognize positive word of mouth, repeat business and cross-selling as 
benefits. None of the banks mention the benefit from lowered price sensitivity 
although that factor certainly influences both repeat business and cross-selling to 
some extent.  
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All managers consider employee satisfaction to be highly important for CS, as 
suggested by Heskett et. Al (1994).  

The use of the results from measuring CS has different application between the three 
banks. Handelsbanken primarily use SKI data for signaling purposes internally and 
externally and internal measures to gain knowledge of the reasons behind customer 
actions. Both SEB and Swedbank use SKI data to improve in areas where scores are 
low. Internal measures are also used for this reason. SEB like Handelsbanken also use 
measurement results for signaling internally and externally. The signaling from SKI is 
however very limited, obviously since other measures are more favorable to SEB 
while clearly Handelsbanken who top the SKI ratings favor that measurement.  

All three banks recognize that CS is very important and that it does influence profits 
through the benefits that comes with it. The link between the two however is difficult 
to see. In Handelsbanken and Swedbank it is mostly considered a necessity in order to 
be successful long-term while SEB has come one step closer by identifying a positive 
correlation between CS and full package customer. This observation is very likely to 
be an outcome from their rigorous measuring efforts. A pure Correlation between CS 
and profitability is not given in any of the banks.   

6.5  SKI Data-Analysis 
Fornell (2006), presents a positive connection from the ACSI (proxy for customer 
satisfaction) to stock performance. The top 20 percent of the ACSI clearly 
outperformed the remaining 80%. In this case it would be top 25 percent, one out of 
four banks that clearly stands out in terms of customer satisfaction. 

 

Figure 9 - SKI 2001-2012(SKI 2013) 
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Figure 10 - Stock price 2001-2012 (Nasdaq OMX, 2013)  

There is little support for the hypothesis of a positive correlation between the SKI and 
stock returns. While it is true that Handelsbanken have had the highest return from its 
stock over the entire time period that does not hold true for the years 2001-2007. The 
result would actually be the exact opposite over those years. What can be said is that 
Handelsbanken seems less volatile than the others, an observation which supports the 
findings of Tuli and Bharadwaj (2009). 

 

Figure 11 - Operating Profits  

By looking at the operating profit growth of each bank, Handelsbanken has had the 
lowest increase in operating profits under the time period yet the highest customer 
satisfaction. Apart from the dips under the financial crisis in 2009, the performance of 
Handelsbanken is sub par.  The operating profit of SEB seems to have a similar curve 
as their CS in the B2B segment. A potential explanation for this is that SEB have a lot 
of large corporations that make up for much of the profit as customers. Niklas 
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mentioned in the interview that when the crisis hit, SEB focused on their existing 
customers rather than going after new ones. CS has had a great development since 
then and so has operating profits.  

  

Figure 12 – SKI BRB 2001-2012, SKI (2013)  

With Handelsbanken still in the top, SEB are a close second and has had the best 
development since 2001. Handelsbanken was once again resilient in the time of crisis 
where the other banks suffered in the ratings.   

	  

Figure 13 – SKI B2C 2001-2012, SKI (2013)  

Handelsbanken clearly outperforms the competition but all banks are on the decline, 
perhaps from the increased competition of niche banks. 
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6.6 Conclusions  
6.6.1 Research Questions 
RQ 1: Is customer satisfaction an indicator of changes in stock value?  

Among the Swedish major banks there is little support that the SKI index would be an 
indicator to excess stock market returns as Fornell suggest that the ACSI is to the U.S 
stock market. One should however keep in mind that the SKI only present scores 
annually to the public and ACSI does so on a quarterly basis. The ACSI is in that 
aspect richer in terms of information for the market to act on. SKI is however a rough 
measure of CS. A more sophisticated measuring method could of course still be an 
indicator of excess stock market returns. However today in Sweden, a more accurate 
measure than the SKI is hard to come by. 

RQ 2: How does customer satisfaction influence profits? 

There is a consensus that CS influence profits. However, all managers are of the 
opinion that the correlation between the two is difficult to observe. There is a 
consensus that it comes from positive word of mouth, repeat business and cross 
selling. Positive word of mouth tends to be the most valuable benefit to managers. 
None of the managers mention the lowered price sensitivity that Matzler and Stahl 
(2005) identified.  From the SKI data and operating profits, only SEB and their CS in 
the b2b segment shows an observable correlation. SEB presents a correlation between 
full package customers and CS. 

RQ 3: Is there an optimal target level of customer satisfaction? 

One bank is of the opinion that there is an optimal level in the SKI ratings. The other 
two does not consider an optimal level to exist in the SKI. One aim to be the best and 
at the same time strives to constantly improve. The third only have a relative goal of 
being the best since all banks recognize the importance of CS, being the best is good 
enough. All banks agree that some customers are more important than others to keep 
satisfied. All of these targets are currently in line with the findings of Ittner and 
Larckner (1998) who find optimal levels to be between 70 and 80 percent. However 
both banks and Ittner & Larckner share the opinion of optimal levels to be customer 
specific.  

RQ 4: How do banks view and act on the information from CS measures? 

All banks consider CS to be of great importance. All of the banks use the measures to 
improve in areas where customers are not satisfied. The most successful bank in terms 
of SKI-ratings however use the ratings mostly for signaling externally and internally. 
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That bank also has a very limited measuring of CS and instead relies on their staff to 
pick up on customer expectations. The results are also used for marketing purposes in 
yearly reports and traditional external marketing. The results are used internally to 
boost employee morale and provide feedback. 

6.6.2 Other Findings 
The Ideal-model (Fornell, 1992) suggests that a high level of CS is harder to achieve 
with increased market share was confirmed by managers. Managers consider 
customers in rural areas easier to satisfy than customers in urban areas. The definition 
of CS tends to have a long-term perspective and the focus is on bringing value to 
customers to meet expectations. The drivers for satisfaction differ among the 
managers although all consider Image to be of high importance. 

6.7 Recommendations 
I recommend Swedbank and Handelsbanken to measure more extensively like SEB 
does. In order to adapt and be customer focused it is of great importance to know the 
expectations of customers. This can be achieved by more extensive measuring. 
Handelsbanken that have been doing well but are not measuring CS regularly could 
face problems if customer expectations shift. The bank places a great deal of 
responsibility in their staff by not measuring. If the staff fails to pick up on shifting 
expectations from customers and at the same time there is no measuring, how will the 
bank get this information? I would expect SEB to move up in the ratings, as they 
seem to focus most on CS. Their challenge is in the fact that they have customers 
mainly in the larger cities. From the SKI scores, it would appear that macro factors 
have a big impact on satisfaction in the b2b segment. However, in in the b2c segment 
it does not seem to matter. An optimal level I believe like Ittner and Larckner (1998) 
is customer specific. An index like the SKI is an aggregate of all customers, profitable 
and unprofitable and not all customers are worth keeping so an optimal level in the 
index is difficult too see.  I would not recommend investors to use the SKI as a tool 
for stock investments as no correlation was found. If the SKI in the future will release 
figures on a quarterly basis, like the ACSI, perhaps it would be of more use. 

6.8 Suggestions for Further Research 
Further research in what the optimal levels of customer satisfaction are in specific 
customer segments would prove valuable to managers. As time goes by and more data 
becomes available from the SKI, more sophisticated data analysis can be made to 
investigate economic performance and the correlation to SKI. A study comparing 
several branches in all banks with rural and urban banks along with local scores of 
SKI and profitability of each branch to further dig into the connection to profitability 
and find potential similarities and differences in each banks but also across banks in 
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different settings, geographically as well as demographically could prove interesting. 
An organizational take on the matter in involving higher level management and their 
wievs on measuring CS could explain some of the reasons for why there are so vast 
differences in measuring CS and how and why it is made centrally to a great extent.  
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Appendix 

Intervjuguide 

Allmänt	  

1. Vad innebär kundnöjdhet för dig? 
2. Hur ser du på era kunders förväntningar? 
3. Hur gör ni för att leva upp till de förväntningarna? 
4. På vilket sätt anser du att er personals nöjdhet påverkar kundens nöjdhet? 
5. Vilka är drivkrafterna bakom kundnöjdhet för kunderna i din bank? 
 

Praktisk	  användning	  

6. Har din bank några målsättningar med kundnöjdhet? 
- Internt? 
- Relativt andra banker? 
- Privatkunder(generellt eller segment?)? 
- Företagskunder(generellt eller segment)? 

 

Flertalet studier har visat på att nyttan av kundnöjdhet avtar vid en viss nivå 
samtidigt som kostnader ökar medan andra visar på en ökning av lojalitet vid 
väldigt hög kundnöjdhet. 

7. Anser du att det finns en optimal nivå för kundnöjdhet? 
8. Vilka åtgärder tas för att öka kundnöjdheten?  
9. Anser du att kundnöjdhet är förknippat med kostnader? 
10. Hur upplever ni att nöjdare/missnöjda kunder påverkar banken?  
Mätning	  

11. Mäter ni kundnöjdhet, isåfall hur? 
12. Vilka fördelar finns med det måttet? 
13. Nackdelar? 
14. Är det viktigt att mäta kundnöjdhet, varför? 
15. Hur används resultaten? 

 
Kundnöjdhet	  som	  indikator	  

Många studier har gjorts med ACSI som mått på Kundnöjdhet och dess effekt på  
flertalet ekonomiska avkastningsmått.  
På vilket sätt gör ni jämförelser mellan kundnöjdhet och vinst, tillväxt, omsättning 
eller annat mått och vilka är svårigheterna förknippat med den kopplingen? 

16. Vad anser du är största utmaningarna med att koppla kundnöjdhet till lönsamhet?  
 

 


